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7.1  Give the principles of the selection of breeder queens and drones 

  

General 

Breeding is sexual reproduction that produces offspring. May be natural in the wild, or 

managed by mankind, usually trying to produce ‘improved’ offspring with desirable 

characteristics. (selective breeding) 

Breeding is the process of selection that brings about the lines to be propagated by 

queen rearing and any culling that is carried out 

Queen rearing is the process of producing queen honey bees by whatever method is 

chosen by the beekeeper, 

Poor stocks, particularly temper, likely to lead to ‘leave-alone’ beekeeping (or giving up 

altogether) which is poor husbandry and ultimately detrimental to the craft. 

Therefore preferable to have a method of queen rearing rather than rely on naturally 

occurring queen cells. Advantages… 

 Locally adapted  

 Less risk of disease/pests  

 You can select from your best  

 Bought-in queens are expensive  

 Improve your beekeeping skills  

General principles: 

1. Select for desirable characteristics, which in turn requires… 

2. Suitable record-keeping (over a period of years) 

3. Employ a suitable breeding method 

To do well, need large number of colonies, observed over multiple years (e.g. Buckfast) 

and ideally control of drone stock (e.g. Danish islands, insemination) 

Cushman 
/ 

Patterson 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Various 

Principle Desirable Characteristics 
Yates 
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Each beekeeper probably has own ideas about what are ideal characteristics for their 

purpose, but generally: 

REMEMBER ‘FIRST’ 

 Fecundity; to build large colonies (but how quantify?) 

 Industry; to gather large crops 

 Resistance to disease; minimise losses and requirements to treat. Practically 

speaking, for the hobbyist, probably talking about nosema, chalkbrood, maybe 

varroa. Also hygienic habits like cell clearance, debris removal and grooming. 

 Swarming;  Low tendency desirable to minimise losses and management efforts 

 Temperament; Docility aggression, stinging, following) and tranquillity (calmness 

on comb) Good temperament makes management easier and more pleasurable. 

Latter two characteristics probably the most important. 

Secondary Desirable Characteristics 

Potentially a very long list, again depending on objectives, but (first two probably most 

important)… 

REMEMBER ‘POET’ 

 Propolis/Brace comb; less makes management easier 

 Overwintering – on a minimum of stores 

 Early Season buildup; supports large colonies/good crops, reduce need for 

stimulative feeding 

 Thrift; Desirable. Reduced management, reduced losses 

Middle two perhaps most important. Thrift and overwintering are related. 

…and then a long list of characteristics which are perhaps a little less tangible, or hard to 

measure, or require scientific methods to do so…. 

Strain (colour), longevity, orientation (reduce drifting), defensive character, pollen 

gathering, comb building and lay/storage pattern, length of lay season. 

 

Various 

Methods of Breeding 

1. Line Breeding; Breed from the best of the available stocks. Aiming for 

uniformity.  Really the only method available to hobbyist, but ultimately leads 

to inbreeding. 

2. Pure breeding;  developing a pedigree of a pure bred bee by ensuring only 

queens and drones of same breed or strain mate.  

3. Cross breeding; bees from different lines are bred to produce desired 

characteristics (insemination?). Aim to improve line by introduction of genes 

from other line leading to desirable traits. 

Mid 
Bucks, 
from 
Yates, 
Holm 
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4. Combination Breeding; introducing new strains from cross-breeding into a 

single line to enhance characteristics, e.g. Buckfast.  Takes a lot of effort over a 

very long time (1919 to 1992 in the case of Bro. Adam. Initially crossed A.m.m 

with A.m.l aiming for resistance to acarine. Took 25 years until all fully resistant. 

Then introduced other races to develop even more desirable characteristics.) 

Drones 

 Drones are effectively copiers for queen’s genes (as develop from unfertilised egg) 

 So select based on queen characteristics, then produce and use drones from that 

colony. 

 Can raise more drones by using drone cell foundation or drone brood sacrifice 

 Control the breeding with drones by (a) insemination or (b) 

isolation/flooding/culling 

Me! 

 
 
 

7.2  Describe a system of record keeping used in the assessment of queens and their progeny 
  

General 

 Any breeding programme aiming for improvement must be founded on a 

selection strategy 

 Record qualities that relate to characteristics you seek to select for 

 Standardise descriptions and quantifications/measurements to allow meaningful 

comparison (a) over time and (b) between colonies 

 Record and store in a structured way that provides easy access, comparison, 

summary, interpretation etc 

 Don’t over-prescribe – scale 1-3,4,5 not 1-10, can’t be that precise. 

 For serious breeding, also need to record the lines of queens and drones 

 

Header 

 Year 

 Hive Number 

 (Location) 

 Queen colour-mark, line code and if clipped or not 

Various 

Each Inspection Record 

 Date 

 Weather 

 (Hive configuration/number of frames) 

 Notes 

 (Who inspected, if possibility of multiple inspectors) 

 

Various, 
mainly 
BBKA 
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 Queen – seen/not seen 

 Queen cells – present (how many) /absent 

 Presence of eggs/larvae/ sealed brood 

 (Presence of drone cells) 

 

 Number of frames of bees (space) 

 Number of frames of brood (expansion) 

 Number of frames of stores 

 (Feed given/taken) 

 

 Temperament 

o Defensive Behaviour (Docility) 

 Aggressive/Manageable/Gentle/Very Gentle 

o Calmness (Tranquillity) 

 Run/Cluster/Moving/Almost static 

Health Inspections 

 Varroa count, and method 

 Other notes 

 Treatments given (also require separate medicines record) 

Occasional/seasonal notes/assessment 

 Honey yield (absolute kg and perhaps relative to apiary average) 

 Swarming tendency 

 Colony buildup (could be relative to other colonies or the ‘average’ colony in 

absence of any absolute ‘metric’ 

 

Queen Code 

 Something like L/YY/C where… 

 L is reference to line, YY is year produced, C is her colony number 

BBKA 

Assessment of a Breeder Queen (Nov.15 question) 

 Assess the colonies of her daughters using consistent criteria/records 

 Have to wait until colonies are dominated by workers from daughter queens 

 Assess over two seasons if possible. Original breeder queen could be three years 

old by then. 

 Quality of original breeder queen is presumably some sort of aggregate or average 

of the results of daughter colonies? 

Holm 
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Record Card 
 

Hive 
Record 

 Year 2018        

           

Hive No.  Location Home/Out  Queen 
Colour 

W/Y/R/G/B
/None 

Queen 
Line 

XX-YY-
ZZ 

Queen 
Clipped 
Y/N 

 

           

  Colony Monitoring/Management Queen Assessment  

Date / 
Time 

Weather Queen 
Seen Y/N 

Frames of 
Bees (think 
‘space’) 

Frames 
of 
Brood 

Frames 
of 
Stores 

Disease*  Docility 
(1-3) 

Tranquility 
(1-3) 

Notes** 

           

           

           

 
*could include things like varroa count.  
** Incl. presence of queen cells and type, honey yield, food given, swarming 
 
I’m unconvinced things like ‘swarming’ and ‘disease’ can be meaningfully scored, but it would help overall assessment. 
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7.3  Give a detailed account of methods of queen rearing suitable for a beekeeper with five to ten 
colonies and methods more suitable for larger scale queen rearing operations 

  

General 

 Selection of breeder queen – temper, other desirable traits, assessed probably the 

previous season. (See 7.1), so will be in her second season at the earliest. 

 How many queens required? Plan on no better than 50% success rate to start with 

 What method of cell development or larval transfer to be used? 

 Selection and management of cell builder colony 

 Timing. Need to be drones present. Start mid May and have to strictly follow 

schedule thereafter 

 Mating nucs – how many, what type, have you enough bees to stock? Prepare on 

schedule 

Yates 

Cell Builder Colony 

….is the key success factor (imho) 

 Must be very strong with a lot of well-fed nurse bees 

 Disease-free and good temper, as will be frequently manipulated 

 Copious feeding of syrup, and possibly pollen too if not abundant locally at the 

time 

Also 

 Undamaged larvae of the right age 

 No queen cells of the colony’s own making 

 No queen in the box with the cells 

Yates 

Scale 

A. A few queen cells required  (say >5) : Directly develop multiple queen cells 

(Demaree, Snelgrove, Horsley, Pagden/Heddon, Miller), possibly in 

combination with swarm control 

B. Moderate numbers (say 10-20) : Larval transfer (grafting, cupkits) 

C. Large scale : Grafting + other considerations of scale 

 

Demaree Method 

 Ensure strong colony by selection/and or prior feeding. 

 Ideally want at least one super of stores 

 Marked queen 

 Colony starting to show signs of intending to swarm 

 Need second brood box with frames, ideally of drawn comb or mixture of drawn 

and foundation 

Barnsley 
Beekeepers 
Assocation 

website 
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 Method 

a) Place original brood box to one side 

b) Place new brood box on old site and remove two centre frames 

c) Find queen in original brood box and transfer her on her frame (or with a 

queen cage) to new brood box. 

d) Add a frame of sealed (?) brood. 

e) QX on top, plus two supers. 

f) Original brood box on top of supers. Destroy any queen cells in it. 

g) Young bees drawn up into the upper brood box and create queen cells due to 

lack of queen substance as queen is confined below. 

h) Yates checks after one day that queen cells have been started and after three 

days culls any sealed queen cells (as they built on 2 day old larvae) leaving only 

unsealed. 

i) Day 14 (i.e. Day 11 after set up as larvae on which cells built three days old at 

that point) – cut out queen cells  and transfer to, or divide frames between, 

nuclei. 

Alternative is to build up to double brood boxes. Then divide into as much of brood as 

possible, plus frame of pollen in top box, remainder of frames in lower box. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Mid Bucks 
 

Snelgrove 

 As per Demaree up to e), f). 

 Rebuild as brood box with queen, QX, supers, Snelgrove Board, top brood box. 

 Snelgrove board has blank side to the front 

 Open top left door (flying bees return to front entrance) 

 Day 4/5. Close top left, open bottom left and top right 

 Day 9/10. Close top right, open bottom right and top rear. Inspect top box and cull 

any unwanted queen cells 

 Day 14. Transfer queen cells to nuclei 

Barnsley 
Beekeepers 
Association 

website 

Miller Method 

 No special equipment, simple and cheap 

 But, needs a flow/feed to be reliable (Cushman), as otherwise may not draw 

foundation, and queen that lays a good pattern 

a) Select breeder colony 

b) Prepare deep frame, ideally with wireless, worker foundation. Cut into three or 

four vertical pointed strips, or three-tooth saw pattern at bottom. 

c) Insert into centre of brood and feed 1:1 heavily. 

d) Day 4 – check for eggs/larvae (if not drawing foundation, then feed more 

e) Work quickly in shade and covering frame with damp towel.  Trim away the 

comb that will have been added to the bottom of the sawtooth until the very 

youngest larvae are at the edge. Maybe cull two out of three larvae along the 

edges to leave space for multiple queen cells to develop. 

f) Insert frame in cell builder colony 

Healthy 
Bees QR 
course 
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g) Day 6, check for queen cells along cut edges 

h) Day 14, transfer queen cells into previously prepared nucs and/or mini nucs 

Cupkit/Jenter Systems 

 Good if beekeeper lacks dexterity to graft and avoids directly handling larvae. But 

requires special equipment. 

a) Assemble cassette into a frame either that already has been used for brood, or 

else allow to be used for brood once cassette in place but before starting 

rearing programme. 

b) Smear a little wax into bottom of cups, place on cassette. Put some honey on 

the front of the cassette. Place in hive and leave for a few days for bees to 

condition by polishing the bottoms of the cells. 

c) Select breeder colony. 

d) Day 1. Find queen and place in cassette with queen excluder on. 

e) Day 2. Release queen who should have laid in cups. 

f) Day 4. Work quickly in shade and cover both cassette frame and cell bar frame 

with damp towels. Remove cups, check if charged with now one-day old larvae. 

Transfer successful cups to cell bar frame. 

g) When cell bar frame complete (up to 16-20 cups), transfer to cell builder 

colony and feed colony. 

h) Day 14, transfer queen cells into previously prepared nucs and/or mini nucs 

NB Cupkit 
instructions 

Other 

 Cell punch cuts out individual cells with larvae. Avoids need to manually transfer 

larvae.  

 

Grafting 

 Physical selection and transfer of larvae into cups 

 Cups can be plastic or easily homemade from wax (repeatedly dip rounded tip of 

mandrel into wax) 

 Variety of grafting tools (dentist-style, Chinese, small paintbrush, chewed 

matchstick) 

 Some people advise priming cups with wax, and adding royal jelly and/or distilled 

water. Some say unnecessary. 

 Glasses, and or magnifying glass, avoid sun and wind, work steadily and quickly. 

Cover frame in damp towel. 

 Aiming for 12-18 hour old larvae – hard to see, barely segmented 

 Cut away cell sides from row of target cells so can… 

 Approach larvae from convex side of body 

 Do not roll larvae up side of cells 

 Discard if in doubt 

Healthy 
Bees QR 
course 

Additional Considerations with Grafting/Cupkit 
Various 
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 Handle larvae frame gently, do not shake.  Cover with damp towel. 

 Handle cell bar frame gently. 

 Check after two days that grafts/cups have been accepted. Can invert frame but do 

not shake. 

 Check no queen cells being built in the box that doesn’t have the cell bar frame. 

Grafting into Queenless Colony 

 ‘Swarm box’.  Like a well ventilated nuc but with no exit. 

 Stock with couple of frames of nectar and pollen and frame feeder 

 Shake in a lot of nurse bees (ten frames). Can come from multiple source colonies 

 Close up and leave in dark cool place for two hours. Bees recognise they are 

hopelessly queenless (no queen and no eggs from which to raise new queen) 

 After two hours, bump box to dislodge bees to bottom. Introduce graft frame. 

 Check after couple of days. 

 Transfer cells to a ‘finisher’ colony 

 Bees can be returned to a colony – good to return to ‘finisher’ to ensure that is well 

stocked. 

Or stock from a natural or shook swarm with queen removed. 

Cushman 
plus online 

Preparation of Cell Builder Colonies - Cook 

 Select a large, healthy colony 

 Queen on frame of unsealed brood between frame of stores/pollen and frame of 

empty comb. (Similar to Demaree) 

 QX above and remainder of brood above that. 

 Feed with strong syrup in contact feeder for a week 

 Day 8 – Invert the stack – main brood box at bottom with centre frame removed 

ready to receive cell bar frame, eke/super with feeder, split board, brood box with 

queen 

Queen 
Rearing 

Simplified - 
Cook 

Preparation of Cell Builder Colonies – NBU Queenright Method 

 Select a large, healthy Colony. Double-brood box 

 Day before grafting, rearrange so that most of the sealed brood is in top box, 

above an excluder, and the unsealed brood and queen is in lower box 

 Cell bar frame can be conditioned in upper box for 24 hours prior to grafting 

 Frame of pollen and frame of young larvae either side of graft frame to attract 

nurse bees. 

 Feed 1:1 in contact feeder 

 Next day, remove cell bar frame, graft and replace frame 

 Check queen cells not being built in upper box a week after grafting 

American 
Bee Journal 

article 
2002 

Large Scale – Additional Considerations 

 Dedicated breeding/mating apiary. 

Based on 
visit to 

Denrosa 
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 Question about how to increase chances of virgin queen mating with desirable 

drone comes up fairly frequently. Usually asking for four methods; 

1. Instrumental insemination 

2. Isolation 

3. Flooded with drones to attempt to manage drone lineage. 

4. Drone trapping/culling, possibly in conjunction with drone flooding 

 Grafting about the only means of efficiently producing a lot of queen cells 

 Could be preceded by Instrumental Insemination, which could also be used to 

‘mate’ the virgin queens. 

 Large scale beekeeping means a lot of choice of lines from which to graft eggs. Can 

be very selective. Careful management of key breeder stocks. 

 Breeder stocks can be kept in nucs, which restricts the queen’s lay rate and thus 

promotes longevity 

 Keep cell builder colonies going for many cycles by ensuring continuous well-fed 

nurse bees 

 Incubator. Cells once sealed transferred to incubator where queens emerge. 

Several advantages; fewer manipulations in colony, highly controlled optimum 

conditions, quicker recycle in cell builder/finisher colony so speeds up overall cycle, 

duds are obvious so don’t waste time and resources with them thereafter. 

 Use mini-nucs (lower cost, reduced number of stock bees required compared with 

conventional nucs) – but takes practice to make them work well 

 Live virgin queen run in directly to mini-nucs 

Cell Raiser vs Cell Finisher 

Most method for hobbyist and small scale commercial use same colony as cell raiser 

and finisher, possibly with some rearrangement (see Cook method). 

But commercial beekeepers might use large, queenless, well-fed colonies to start 

building queen cells (regularly refreshed with new sealed brood from other colonies). 

Cells are built under the emergency impulse. 

After 24-48 hours, transfer graft frame to a well-fed Demaree ‘top’ to finish, i.e. 

situation is queenright but cells are distant from the queen and finished under the 

supersedure impulse. Strong finishing colony can handle two graft frames 

simultaneously. 

Reason for raiser+finisher for large scale queen rearing; 

Queenright colony under emergency conditions will only raise a few queencells, but 

under supersedure influence, a colony will finish off what has already been created. So 

if a lot of queen cells are required, queenless starter and a queenright finisher are 

preferable. 

BBKA 
Husbandry 

 
 

Cushman 
/  

Patterson 
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7.4  Give an outline account of a method of instrumental insemination and assess the role this 
technique could play in honeybee breeding 

  

General 

 Advantages 

o Complete control of genetic material and mating – essential for pure 

and cross-breeding 

o Independent of time and weather 

 

 Challenges 

o Equipment is expensive (£2,000’ish incl. microscope) 

o Dexterity and skill required 

o Good supply of drones required 

o Coordination of virgin queen and drone production of right ages 

Yates 

Equipment 

 Stereo microscope 

 Queen holder 

 CO2 supply system for anaesthesia 

 Two hooks on manipulating stands to open abdomen 

 Injection micro-syringe 

 (Cold) lighting 

Schley 
website 

Overview 

 Sterile conditions are important 

 Start drone production 5-6 weeks before intended time of insemination 

 Inseminate when both have achieved sexual maturity: virgin queen 5 days old and 

drones 14 days old. (sources vary a little) 

 Collect semen from drones (8-10 for each queen to be inseminated) Each drone 

produces around 1 μl and around 8 μl required per queen. 

 [Semen can be stored under controlled temperature conditions (not too hot or cold) 

but fresh seems preferable] 

 Semen centrifuged to homogenise 

Collection of Semen 

 Healthy drones, mature after 14 days 

 Partial eversion of endophallus – crush thorax, staying clear of abdomen at this 

stage. 

 Then press along sides of abdomen from base to tip. This should cause full eversion 

of mucus and semen at the tip of the endophallus. Semen is marbled creamy colour 

on white mucus. 

 Avoid collecting mucus – which readily congeals 

 Place drone under microscope  

Mid Bucks 
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 Draw a small airspace, then little saline solution into tip of syringe 

 Expel saline onto semen, then… 

 Skim semen into syringe 

 Repeat until sufficient semen collected 

 Depending on what you want to achieve, may then centrifuge semen to obtain a 

homogenised mixture 

Procedure 

 Queen placed in holder and anaesthetised with steady flow of CO2 

 Abdomen opened with ventral and dorsal (sting) hooks 

 Vaginal fold opened either with sting hook, probe or tip of syringe (vital that semen 

injected into the common oviduct beyond the fold) 

 Tip of syringe positioned and 5-8 μl of semen gently expelled 

 Syringe and hooks retracted 

 Queen can be clipped if required 

 Queen returned to nuc (which needs excluder at entrance to stop any inadvertent 

mating flights) and should start to lay within a couple of days 

 Somewhere in the process, queen must be briefly anaesthetised a second time, to 

‘age’ her. Could be before or after the insemination. [Before is simpler? Remove, 

anaesthetise and return to colony/nuc. After insemination can then go straight to 

long term nuc] 

 
[Note; In the ten past papers I have reviewed, knowing that CO2 is the gas used is the main II question.  Only two examples 
of question requiring description of the whole process. (Mar-16, Mar-14).] 

 
 
 

7.5  Give a detailed account of methods of queen introduction, the principles underlying the 
processes involved, the precautions to be taken, and the attendant difficulties in relation to 
different strains of bee and colony condition 

  

Reasons to introduce a Queen 

1. Solution to genetically-driven problems such as: 

a. Aggression 

b. Poor productivity 

c. Tendency towards e.g. Chalk Brood 

d. Swarm 

2. Replace failing or damaged queen 

3. Maintaining young queens; replacing older with younger queen 

(productivity, swarming tendency etc.) 

 

Principles Harris QR 
course  

/ 
Hooper 
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Colony must be in condition to receive a new queen and that queen must 

immediately fulfil their needs (Yates) 

 Replace like with like; laying queen, virgin queen 

 Receiving colony: 

o must be queenless 

o should be calm 

o must come into contact with new queen gradually, as they get used 

to her scent 

 Queen to be introduced should be: 

o in good condition 

o unstressed as possible 

o hungry to solicit food 

If queen already present, queens will fight to the death. If queen introduced 

directly (in general), will be rejected by host bees. 

Successful Introduction is dependent on: 

 Absence of a queen or queen cells in the receiving colony  

 Reducing the workers’ memory of their queen  

 The age of the bees and population strength of the colony. 

 The similarity of activity of the new queen and the previous one 

 Eliminating the defence reaction of workers by releasing the queen slowly 

Factors affecting Acceptance 

 Time of Year; Better chance of success at start and end of season (April/May and 

August/September). Harder when other activity, OSR, swarming, main flow etc 

going on – introduce via a nuc if have to do it at all at these times. 

 How long queenless – longer the colony has been queenless, lower chance of 

acceptance (e.g. cannot requeen laying workers). Beware; if queenless up to 6-9 

days may be queen cells that can be removed. Longer, there could be virgin 

queens! 

 Colony stress; e.g. extended poor weather, swarming etc. 

 Genetic differences; More the genetic difference in strain, less chance of 

acceptance (e.g. introducing Italian queen into Northern Black Bees is hard, other 

way round is not) 

 
Harris QR 

course 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Mid Bucks 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Indirect Method via a Cage 

All rely on imprisoning queen in some form of cage – the ‘Butler’ cage being the most 

well-known – from which she is gradually released by bees chewing through 

something (fondant, paper) blocking the entrance. Meanwhile, workers can touch 

queen through the mesh cage wall to get used to and transfer her ‘substance’ and 

also to feed her, but are unable to attack or ball her. 
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Such cages need a 1/8” (3 mm) mesh. Ideally ½” (13mm) thick to fit in double bee 

space between comb faces. 

If queen arrives in a travelling/introduction cage 

 Best to introduce as soon as possible after arrival 

 But if unable to do so immediately, place a few drops of water on the mesh and 

leave in a cool dark place where will be ok for a couple of days. 

 Remove attendant workers (so they don’t defend queen or transmit disease) 

 Some sources seem ok with using the travelling cage directly. Others cite 

possibility of disease transmission (excrement, Nosema etc.) and recommend 

transferring to a new, clean cage. 

 Can be fiddly transferring queen into cages. Pick up gently or coax 

 Do transfers indoors if possible. If queen flies, will go to a window and can be 

recaptured. Or inside transparent plastic bag. 

Making up and installing cage 

 Make receiving colony queenless an hour or two beforehand (if a planned 

introduction) 

 Queen placed in cage 

 End either covered with newspaper or blocked with a few mm of fondant, 

depending on cage type 

 Disturb colony as little as possible 

 Cage hung between frames, ideally of sealed and emerging brood (so when 

emerges, queen is on brood which is where workers expect to find her) 

 Leave undisturbed for nine days (Hooper says six days).  Then inspect for eggs 

 (Yates discusses ‘supervised’ release, where they open the colony after two days 

and manually release the queen as long as all looks well. Don’t say when this is a 

preferred method, just note that it is their general practice. Check for and 

destroy any queen cells that may have been created) 

Precautions 

 Colony must be queenless 

 No queen cells present 

 No laying workers 

 Timing. Spring or late season best. Outwith introduce via a nuc 

 No robbing, swarming etc and colony well fed 

 Young workers required to feed queen (hence one reason why doesn’t work 

with laying workers) 

 Replace like with like 

 Handle queen with care at all times 

 Remove attendant workers if queen bought in 

 Do not disturb once set up 

Yates 
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Virgin Queens 

 Notoriously difficult to introduce 

 Virgin queen produces little queen substance so of little attraction to workers 

 So, best chance with virgins about four days old 

 Supervise release after 24 hours so can go mating on day 5 or 6 

 Introduce into a small (mini!) nuc with lots of young bees 

Yates 

Indirect Method via a Nuc 

 Make up nuc next to queenless colony, with entrance facing opposite direction 

 At least 2 frames of sealed/emerging brood with  bees 

 Plenty of food (2 frames with bees) 

 I frame of drawn comb – space to lay – for a five frame nuc. 

 Shake in further 2 frames of bees (more if staying in same apiary) 

 Leave queenless for a day, then introduce new queen 

 Leave undisturbed for a week 

 When new queen established and laying well, unite with main colony via 

newspaper method, destroying old queen 24 hours beforehand 

Hooper has a different method. Makes up nuc with only two frames, one of brood, 

one of stores and shaken-in bees. Leave a week etc. Then sprays with water and 

place two frames directly in centre of queenless colony. Leave for a week. 

Harris QR 
course 

Direct Methods 

A number of direct (i.e. just run the new queen in amongst the colony bees) methods 

are referenced.  

 Newspaper bag – queen plus 5 bees, between frames 

 Smoke – heavily smoke entrance and run queen in 

 Spray – bee and queen in thin sugar solution. Some say cover queen in honey 

 Confuse bees (e.g. mass shakeout as if putting swarm on board to walk in), and 

include queen in the melée. 

Included for completeness but generally considered archaic methods. 

 Tobacco smoke (anaesthetic, odour mask) 

 Chloroform (anaesthetic) 

Harris QR 
course 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Yates 

Requeening a Difficult Colony ( common exam question) 

 An approach is to requeen via a nuc. 

 Or could follow Step 1 below to find and cull old queen, then introduce new 

queen via cage. 

Step 1 – Cunning! 

BBKA News, 
General 
Husbandry  
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 Usual preparations for aggressive colony; 

o Full protective kit 

o Well-operating smoker 

o Good weather, middle of day 

o Gentle handling 

o Avoid manipulations elsewhere in apiary beforehand that might create a 

lot of excited flying bees. 

 Smoke hive entrance heavily 

 Remove supers and place on upturned roof. Transfer floor/brood box/QX to a 

location about 20 ft away 

 Place supers on a new floor at the original location. 

 This step is to remove flying bees (which will return to the original position) to 

enable easier manipulation of main colony.  

Leave for an hour or two for flying bees to go back to supers. Then can proceed to 

find queen, cull and introduce new queen via a cage, OR, make up nuc for 

subsequent queen introduction. 

Step 2 – Reinstate old colony 

 Move brood body back. 

 Add frames to fill gaps 

 Release queen and close up 

Step 3 – Make up Nuc 

 Isolate old queen in brood box 

 Make up nuc from this box 

 Introduce new queen immediately 

 Take nuc to out apiary 

Step 4 – Requeen by Uniting 

 8-10 days later 

 Kill off old queen (could use the brood relocation as above to start with to help) 

 Transfer nuc to brood body and fill gaps with comb for queen to lay 

 Reassemble as old brood body, newspaper, new brood body (nuc), newspaper, 

supers 

 Proceed as per normal for uniting – any aggressive bees will not contact queen 

directly but will be exposed to queen pheromone. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Harris Adv. 
Manipulations 
Course 

 
 
 
 
 

7.6  Describe the setting up of mating nuclei and any precautions that need to be taken 
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General 

 Queens mate more quickly from smaller units 

 Need young bees in nuc 

 Don’t allow mating nuc to raise own queen from emergency cells 

 Nucs are initially ‘unbalanced’ (relative proportions of eggs, larvae, sealed brood, 

younger and older workers). Needs attention to feeding until forager population 

established. 

 

Standard (Full-frame) Nuc 

 Make up two-three days in advance of introduction of queen cell (bees get used to 

being queenless so more readily accept new queen, also cannot raise own queen as 

eggs too old, but must check no pre-existing queen cells at introduction) 

 Ensure don’t accidentally transfer queen (by caging her in source colony) 

 Transfer one or two frames of advanced (sealed/hatching) brood and associated 

bees. [Emerging brood will help raise more brood, will definitely stay, and space 

created for queen to lay – all supports rapid expansion] 

 Transfer good frame of stores, including liquid honey and pollen, and associated 

bees 

 Shake in two frames (if nuc to be taken elsewhere) or three-four (if nuc staying in 

apiary, as some bees will fly back to source colony) of additional young bees (Can 

lightly tap frame once removed from source colony to dislodge some of the older, 

flying bees). Ideally all come from one colony but multiple colonies is possible (spray 

with dilute syrup, and leave frames spaced in the light in nuc and gradually bring 

together) 

 Close entrance with sappy grass to initially confine bees, and discourage return to 

source colonies. As dries out over a couple of days, entrance will open. 

Can make up using bees and comb from multiple colonies  (Thomas in BBKA General 

Husbandry suggests a minimum of three). Check not diseased. 

 Introduce ripe queen cell one or two days before it is due to emerge 

 Check no queen cells have been started in queenless nuc 

 Use cell protector - hair roller, wire coil cage or wrap in aluminium foil 

 Ensure well supplied with stores initially. Do not feed for four-five days, as 

returning bees to original hives may pass the message and robbing becomes a risk 

Leave alone for two weeks, for queen to emerge, mate and lay 

 If queen present but not laying in four weeks, then kill off 

If taking nuc to out-apiary: 

 Transport without queen cell 

 Add queen cell at out-apiary 

 Can feed immediately 

Yates / 
Hooper 
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Mini-Nuc Procedure (Kieler instructions, Yates) 

 Prepare 3 days before introduction of queen cell. Make up frames with small 

starter strips of foundation. 

 Need about 250 ml young bees. Prepare some sort of calibrated scoop (milk 

container top section etc) or else it’s about ¾ of a pound honey jar. 

 Prepare mini-nuc with feed (fondant/candy best) 

 Open source hive. Remove frame of brood and attendant bees. Tap to encourage 

flying bees to leave.  Shake off all bees into a bucket, inverted cardboard box, nuc 

roof or similar. 

 Spray bees in container with water. Cover container temporarily. 

 Repeat with more frames until sufficient in container. 

 Open container, tap to encourage any remaining older, flying bees to depart. 

 Use scoop to transfer required quantity of bees into mini-nuc (usually via 

removable base in mini-nuc, hence why use fondant not syrup as mini-nuc has to be 

inverted) 

 Close up mini nuc 

Various alternative methods involve shaking bees off brood frames and putting the 

frames in a brood chamber above queen excluder and the bees. Young nurse bees 

migrate back to the brood over an hour or two. Older, flying bees, queens and drones 

remain below. 

 Leave in cool dark place for three days. Spray with water to cool through lower 

floor from time to time. 

 Add queen cell in evening, a day or so before emergence. Use cell protector 

 Open entrance to maximum to allow virgin queen to fly 

Do not disturb for two weeks, other than monitoring food, topping up as required (and 

do that in evenings when queen unlikely to be out on mating flights). Switch to queen 

excluder entrance once queen is laying. 

 

Full-sized and Mini-Nucs as mating hives 

 Advantages Disadvantages 

Mini-nucs  Do not need many bees, so 

don’t disrupt main colonies 

so much, and good for 

large scale queen rearing 

 Cheap 

 Light 

 Easy to find and remove 

queen in due course 

 Need regular management 

 Fiddly to manipulate 

 Skill and experience to get 

to work reliably 

o Abscond 

o Starvation 

o Cell rejection (as 

too few bees 

remain) 
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 Needs less space to store 

over winter than full-sized 

nuc 

o Queen loss on 

mating flights 

 Light 

 Greater risk of being 

robbed 

 

Standard (full-frame) 

nucs 

 Can be used for other 

purposes 

 Easier to unite once queen 

mated (i.e. uniting more 

likely to be successful than 

introducing a queen from a 

mini-nuc 

 Higher cost (but less so if 

poly-nuc) 

 Greater quantity of bees 

required – noticeable 

impact on donor colony 

 Ancillary kit – feeders - 

required 

 

Nucs 

Challenges with nucs 

 Bees abscond 

 Starvation – feed. Sources vary as to whether syrup (prevent drowning) or candy is 

best. 

 Cell rejection – make sure plenty of young bees 

 Loss of queen (fails to return from mating flights) – location, orientation, colours, 

landmarks etc 

 Robbing, especially later in season – add more bees, remove from main apiary, 

keep entrances small 

 Overheat – place carefully 

 Stresses bees 

Various 

Mating Nuc Location (All types) 

 For controlled queen rearing, mating apiary must be isolated and drone source 

supplied – islands or remote areas (min. 12 miles from nearest colony is suggested 

by Yates) 

 Mating apiary should not contain ordinary colonies, to minimise risk of robbing 

 Orient nucs to help queens navigate back from mating flights. Colours, landmarks, 

vary entrance orientation etc. 

 Record keeping 

Yates 

 

7.7  Give an account of the subspecies and strains of honeybee commonly used by beekeepers in 
Europe with particular reference to their appearance and behavioural characteristics 
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General 

 Genus – Apis – Honeybee 

 Species (globally) – mellifera, florea, dorsata, cerana  

 Subspecies/race of mellifera – ligustica, carnica etc. (many) 

 (Strain – usually developed by selective breeding of a subspecies) 

Yates 

Origin of European Honeybees 

 A.m originated in East Africa about 30-35 million years ago (note Apis genus 

probably originated in what is now India) 

 Apis mellifera intermissa (Tellian black bee) 

 Migrated into NW Europe, as far north as Finland, resulting in these races: 

 Spanish, French black, Swiss black (Nigra), Dutch (or Heath), Finnish and the Old 

English black Bee. 

 

 Imports into the UK ; Italian (ligustica), Carniolan, Caucausian and more recently 

New Zealand (also ligustica) 

Yates 

 
Apis mellifera mellifera  (‘European Black Bee’) 
 

From Appearance Characteristics Traits 

NW Europe 
 

Dark brown 
 
Large, stocky body 
Sparsely, long haired 

Strong and hardy 

Strong 

Good comb builder 

Winter hardiness 

Not very swarmy 

Susceptible to disease 

Questionable temper 

 
Apis mellifera ligustica  (‘Italian’) 
 

From Appearance Characteristics Traits 

South of Italian alps 

Brown and yellow 
bands.  Three strains -  
leather, bright and 
pale yellow 
 
Shorter hairs 
Smaller bodies 
Shorter tongue 

Most widely 
distributed honey bee 
 
Do not overwinter 
well and consume 
stores 

Gentle 

Very productive 

Not prone to 
swarming 

Good comb builder 

Poor for esp. robbing 
and drifting 

Strong brood 
production leads to 
large store 
consumption over 
winter.  

 
 
Apis mellifera carnica (‘Carniolan’) 
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From Appearance Characteristics Traits 

Slovenia, Balkans, 
Hungary, Romania, 
Bulgaria 

Dusky brown/gray 
Lighter brown stripes 
 
Short hair 
Long tongue 
 
Similar in size to 
ligustica 

Gentle 
Disease resistant 
 

Good temper 

Good sense of 
orientation 

Low drifting and 
robbing 

Thrifty 

Rapidly adapts brood 
production to 
situation 

Minimum propolis 

Small colonies 

Swarmy 

Poor comb builder 

 
Apis mellifera caucasica  (‘Caucasian’) 
 

From Appearance Characteristics Traits 

Caucasus (between 
Black and Caspian 
Seas) 

Grey 
 
Hairy 
Long tongue 
 
Similar in size to 
ligustica 
 

Gentle 
Slow to build up 
Doesn’t overwinter 
well 
Excessive propolis and 
brace comb 

Gentle 

Strong colonies once 
raised 

Slow spring buildup 

Lot of propolis 

Poor for drifting and 
robbing 

Susceptible to nosema 
so does not 
overwinter well 

 
Tables after Mid Bucks and a bit of Yates and Davis 

 
 

Race A.m. mellifera A.m. ligustica A.m. carnica 

Size and shape Large, stocky Medium, slim Medium, slim 

Tomenta Narrow, sparse, dark Broad, yellow grey 

Proboscis Short Long Long 

Cubital Index 1.3-2.1 2.0-2.7 2.4-3.0 

Discoidal Shift Negative Positive ? 

Swarminess Low Low High 

Temper Variable V. gentle Gentle 

Overwintering Small, thrifty Large, high stores 
consumption 

Small, thrifty 

Spring build-up Slow Early, rapid Early 
Question from M7 Nov. 2013. Items in light green given in the question 

 
 
 

Subspecies Geographical 
origin 

Common name Body colour, esp. 
abdomen 

Av. Tongue 
length (mm) 

ligustica Italian alps Italian bee Light brown, 
yellow tomenta 

6.5 
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mellifera NW Europe Dark European 
(Black) bee 

Dark brown 6 

carnica SE Europe Carniolan bee Dark bee 6.6 

caucasica Ural mountains Mountain grey 
bee 

Dark bee with 
white abdominal 
hairs 

7 ? 

Question from M7 Nov. 2014. Items in light green given in the question 

 
Proboscis length 

 Convincing comparative data seems hard to find, but this comes up as a question fairly often. 

 Shortest to Longest: 

o Mellifera (6 mm) 

o Ligustica (6.5) 

o Carnica (6.6) 

o Caucasica (7mm) 

Wing morphometry 
 
Cubital index (ratio) 
Discoidal shift (angle) 
 
Other morphometry – tongue length, antennae length [Winston] 
 

7.8  Give an account of the important aspects of the behaviour of honeybees, in relation to 
breeding programmes 

  

General 

 By breeding honeybees, aiming to improve one or more of the behavioural 

characteristics (trait) of the line 

 Need to keep records of traits, including some sort of quantitative or relative 

assessment. 

 

Key Traits 

 Docility – don’t want bees that are inclined to buzz the keeper, sting or follow 

 Tranquility – calmness on comb makes inspections and manipulations a lot easier 

 Disease resistance/hygenic habits 

o Hive cleaning – prevents spread of disease, esp. Nosema, Chalkbrood 

o Grooming – varroa mites 

 Swarming – tendency to swarm is undesirable, reduces honey crop and increases 

time spent managing swarming 

 Honey production – might want large honey crops as possible 

 Overwintering – frugality, use as little stores as possible to over-winter 

 Spring build-up – early build up to take advantage of spring flow if wanting honey 

crops (queen fecundity) 

Mid Bucks 
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 Foraging – bees which adapt to changing circumstances and maximise available 

forage (might be pollen as well as nectar), perhaps by flying in lower temperatures 

or longer during the day 

 Comb Building – good comb, built rapidly, helps brood increase and space available 

for stores 

 Brood Rate Adaptation – regulation of brood development depending on flow is 

good in terms of colony strength and efficient use of stores 

And some that are undesirable: 

 Robbing – a nuisance at best and can be very problematic  

 Drifting – a nuisance, fighting loss of bees 

 Excessive propolisation – makes manipulations more difficult 

 

Hygienic Behaviour 

 A heritable genetic trait of workers that confers social immunity from brood 

diseases. 

 ...comprises: 

o the detection of dead or diseased brood 

o the uncapping of the cell 

o removal of the content 

 Effective against AFB, chalkbrood etc. and varroa 

 Because honey bees reuse brood cells, diseased brood must be removed by the 

hive, and by doing so with Varroa - infested pupae, it is possible to interrupt the 

reproductive cycle of the mite. Recent results show how colonies with high levels of 

hygienic behaviour have a lower buildup of Varroa population within the hives, and 

as a consequence, lower levels of deformed wing virus symptoms. 

Bigio PhD 
thesis, U. 
of Sussex 

2014 
(online) 

Africanised Honeybee (AHB) – as an example of ‘breeding’ disaster 

 A.m. scutellata very productive but extremely defensive due to number of 

predators in Africa. 

 Taken to Brazil in 1950’s, aiming to breed and improve Brazilian A.m.m honey 

yields. 

 Accidentally escaped by swarming and hybridised with local bees (genetic flow 

more from A.m.s. to original Brazilian A.m.m, and spread rapidly: 

o Fewer predators and more forage than in Africa, so high survival rate of 

swarms 

o Very prolific subspecies – queens highly fecund 

o Swarm multiple times per year 

o ‘Abscond’ – travel long distances between nests (10’s of km) 

 Tried to stop it crossing Panama into the lower US/Mexico 

o 1000’s of bait hives to attract and destroy 

o Flood with A.m.m drones (1000’s of drone colonies) 

Yates 
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 Didn’t work – queens emerging from eggs inseminated with AHB emerged one day 

before queens from A.m.m insemination. Thus AHB queens destroyed the later 

A.m.m queens. 

Other Examples 

 The Cape bee (A.m. capensis) – curious characteristics. Workers (‘pseudo-queens’) 

can quickly lay both workers and drones once colony becomes queenless. 

 Present in relatively small area around Cape Town 

 Will invade and be accepted by other A.m races 

 Thoughtlessly introduced outside native area and entered A.m colonies which 

themselves were moved. 

 Affected colonies – queens superseded and replaced by A.m.c pseudo queens. 

National honey production plummeted 

Yates 

Other Breeding Programmes 

 Buckfast – Brother Adam – stated as the only bee breeding programme ‘of any 

stature’. Many decades to achieve. 

 Israel and Germany have changed the national strain (Israel to ligustica and 

Germany to carnica). Central planning and funding, very large scale. 

Yates 

 
 
 

7.9 Show an understanding of Mendelian genetics, particularly the inheritance of one gene with 
two alleles, and the concept of multiple alleles 

  

General 

 Classical genetics – study of heredity and variation - explains the variation between 

organisms, especially between generations, and relates to chromosomes. 

 Fundamental laws set out by Gregor Mendel in 1800’s. 

Davis 

Basics & Terminology 

 Chromosome - a thread-like structure of nucleic acids and protein found in the 

nucleus of most living cells, carrying genetic information in the form of genes. 

o Number of chromosomes varies between species but is constant within 

species. 

o Present as homologous pairs, identical in size and shape and sets of loci 

(‘Homologous’ = fundamental similarity in structure) 

 Diploid – a cell (or often used to describe the whole organism) having the 

chromosomes in pairs. 16 pairs, i.e. 32 in total in the case of the honey bee. The 

number is referred to as ‘2n’ 

 Haploid – Cell (or organism) containing only one of each homologous pair, i.e. half 

the total number, of chromosomes . Denoted as ‘n’. 

Davis / 
Wiki 
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 Gene – Part of the chromosome, forming the ‘units’ of inheritance. Gene is a 

sequence of DNA (four bases Adenine, Cytosine, Thymine, Guanine) that codes (i.e. 

supplies construction instructions) for a molecule that has a particular function.  

o An individual gene controls one characteristic or process of the organism. 

May be several genes working together to fully determine a characteristic (a 

polygenic trait) 

o All genes present in all somatic (body) cells, but not all active (‘expressed’) 

o Always found in the same place on a chromosome (the locus) 

o Accurately (apart from occasional mutations) duplicated during cell division 

o Honey bee has about 20,000 genes. (Humans ~25,000) 

 Allelomorphs (Alleles) – Pairs of genes occurring at the same locus on homologous 

chromosomes, but with different form (if only two forms then an ‘allomorphic pair’ 

if more then an ‘allomorphic series’ – both usually shortened to ‘alleles’. 

o Each allele in the pair or series controls the same characteristic of the 

organism, but may have a different effect on it (e.g. eye colour in humans) 

o Alleles arise by mutation 

o Only one allele possible at any given locus on the gene 

 Gametes – Reproductive cell (as opposed to somatic (‘body’) cells) 

o Haploid, containing one chromosome of each homologous pair, with one 

allele at each locus 

o At fertilisation, female (egg) and male (spermatozoon) join to produce a 

single cell with full 2n chromosome set 

 Zygote – the cell resulting from the joining of two gametes. The new gene pairing 

(alleles) thus results from two different chromosome structures. 

 Mitosis – Division of cell nucleus. Before division, chromosomes are duplicated so 

that each new cells carries full, identical (barring mutations) to its parent, 2n, set of 

chromosomes, i.e. new cell is diploid. Forms all new cells (somatic cells) except sex 

(germ line) cells 

 Meiosis – Cell division during production of gametes which results in cell nucleus 

containing only half the normal full chromosome set (i.e. contains ‘n’ and is 

haploid). Important point is that the cell contains only one allele (from each pair or 

series) 

 Homozygous – having identical genes (i.e not different alleles) at the corresponding 

loci of a pair of chromosomes. Phenotype (physical expression of each gene, e.g. 

eye colour’ will be shown whether alleles recessive or dominant. 

 Heterozygous – Having two different alleles at the corresponding loci in a pair of 

chromosomes – one is dominant and one recessive 

 Hemizygous - Having only a single copy of a gene instead of the customary two 

copies, i.e. there is no homologue in the cell. 

 Recessive – if the phenotype for which the gene codes is only expressed when the 

genes are homozygous (usually indicated with a lower case letter) 

 Dominant – the phenotype the genes code for is expressed in a heterozygous state 

(usually indicated with a capital letter) - ‘heterozygous dominant’ 

 Genome. The entire genetic sequence (code) of an organism 
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o Honey bee one of the earliest genomes to be sequenced (after human 

genome) 

 Genotype – the specific combination of alleles for a given gene. The genotype is the 

set of genes in our DNA which is responsible for a particular trait. The phenotype is 

the physical expression, or characteristics, of that trait. 

 

 Heterosis, or hybrid vigor, or outbreeding enhancement, is the improved or 

increased function of any biological quality in a hybrid offspring. 

 

 Parthenogenesis – reproduction from an ovum without fertilisation into a new 

individual. 

 
 

Mendelian Laws 

 First Law – Law of Segregation. At meiosis, (pairs of) alleles segregate such that 

each gamete receives only one allele. 

 Second Law – Law of Independent Assortment. Different alleles assort 

independently of one another in the gametes, provided they are on different 

chromosomes. 

o Shows how characteristics from previous generation may be inherited and 

expressed  

Wiki 

 
Punnett Square (NB Yates incorrectly calls it a Punnell square) for eye colour.  Alleles for eye colour - 
for B (brown) is dominant, for b (blue) recessive 
 
If one parent brown-eyed and one blue-eyed… 
 
 

  Blue-eyed Parent 

 gametes b b 

Brown-
eyed 

Parent 

B 
Bb 

(brown) 
Bb 

(brown) 

b 
bb 

(blue 
bb 

(blue 

 
50% chance child will be blue-eyed. 
 
If both parents brown-eyed…. 
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  Brown-eyed Parent 

 gametes B b 

Brown-
eyed 

Parent 

B 
BB 

(brown) 
Bb 

(brown) 

b 
Bb 

(brown) 
bb 

(blue 

 
25% chance child will be blue-eyed 
 
If both parents are blue-eyed, 100% chance child will be blue-eyed (bb and bb) 
 
 
[Human gender, whilst we are at it. Gender chromosome (NB not gene) ; Females have two identical 
XX (i.e. eggs can only be X) males have one X and one Y (sperm can be X or Y). Offspring possibilities 
are therefore XX (female) twice, XY (male) twice, i.e. 50% ratio male to female over large population.  
Note that honeybees do not have sex chromosomes] 
 
 
 

7.10  Give an outline account of inheritance in the honeybee 

  

General 

 Inheritance – characteristic possessed by genetic transmission from previous 

generation 

 Evolution – cumulative change in characteristics of organism over multiple 

generations (typically many generations and long period of time) 

Yates 

Inheritance in the honey bee 

 Common ancestor of global honey bees in East Africa and carried to modern day 

India in break-up of Pangaea supercontinent starting about 175 million years ago. 

 Common ancestor produced only one species in Africa – Apis mellifera (the ‘honey 

making bee’) – which naturally migrated and evolved subspecies across Africa and 

into Europe. 

 Some characteristics genetic (e.g. colour), some environmental (e.g. age at which 

starts foraging depends on colony population and flow) and spectrum between the 

two. Sometime characteristic is controlled by multiple genes. 

 Key (and rare in the animal kingdom) influences on inheritance in honeybee are (a) 

multiple mating, which mitigates inbreeding and (b) parthenogenesis (drone having 

mother but no father).  

Yates 
/ 

Mid Bucks 
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 Colour gene – yellow is recessive 

 
 
 

7.11  Describe the genetic basis of sex determination in the honeybee including parthenogenesis 

  

General – The Simple Version 

 Queen produces egg (16 chromosomes) 

 Drone produces sperm (16 chromosomes) 

 If egg is fertilised, then 32 chromosomes results in female (caste determination – 

queen or worker – is largely environmentally determined (how larvae is fed) but is 

thought to have some genetic element. 

 If egg not fertilised, then only 16 chromosomes and becomes male. 

 Parthenogenesis – reproduction from an ovum without fertilisation into a new 

individual. 

 

Genetic Basis 

 Haplodiploidy is a sex-determination system used by honey bees, where the sex of 

an individual is determined by the number of sets of chromosomes he or she 

receives. In a bee colony, haploid individuals (one set) are male (drones) and diploid 

individuals (two sets) are either the queen or her female offspring (workers). 

 Honey bee does not have sex chromosomes but Sex Determination Locus (SDL) 

determines the gender fate 

 The sex alleles at the SDL are not just two, but a series (Davis says unknown number 

between 6 and 18 – I think may now be known) 

 In queen, two of the series present (let’s call them S1 and S6) at the same locus on 

the homologous chromosomes. In the drone, being haploid, only one of the series 

present, let’s say S4 

 Fertilised eggs have one of the queen’s alleles and the drone’s, so outcomes are S1S4 

and S4S6 (which are both diploid, so female) and if unfertilised are S1 or S4 (both 

haploid, so male) 

Davis 
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Diploid drones 

 If the drone has one of the alleles present in the queen, let’s say S1, then… 

 Unfertilised eggs are as before, S1 or S4, haploid drones 

 Fertilised eggs are either S1S6, a diploid female, or.. 

 S1S1   a diploid drone (because the sex alleles are identical, so only one, which 

makes it male) but otherwise has two sets of chromosomes (i.e. diploid) but only 

one allele (i.e. drone) 

Resulting larvae is eaten by workers. Results in poor brood pattern 

Situation can arise when queen and drone are closely related (multiple mating 

mitigates), or can create in lab with Instrumental Insemination using sperm from closely 

related drone. 

Davis 
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Super-, full- and half-sisters 

 Exam question Nov.16.  Some internet commentary that was a very poor 

question. 

 Following diagram from John Atkinson book (‘Background to Bee Breeding’). 

The dotted lines that converge are to show the worker progeny are sisters of 

one sort or another. 

 A queen passes all of her genetic content to drones with nothing added. 

 The queen at the top of the tree (1) produces three drones, two of which mate 

with the same queen (2) and one with a different queen (3). 

a) The worker progeny of each drone are Super sisters 

b) The workers that are produced by the same queen (2) which has mated 

with brother drones are Full sisters 

c) The workers that are produced by another queen (3) which has mated 

with the third brother are Half sisters to the workers produced in (b). 
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7.12  Give an account of mitosis and meiosis showing an understanding of the unusual nature of 
meiosis in the drone honeybee 

  

Mitosis 

 Division of (somatic) cell nucleus. 

 (Note for interest that in many cases, cell division only occurs during initial 

formation and growth of new tissue. Later, once cells become ‘specialised’, many 

lose the ability to divide and form new cells.) 

 Multicellular organism starts as a single fertilised cell (zygote), which divides into 

two, each of which then divides into two etc etc. 

 Before each division, the chromosomes in the cell are duplicated, so each new cell 

has an identical set of chromosomes, which are complete copies of the parental 

chromosomes 

 Chromosomes not normally visible as dispersed within nucleus, but become visible 

as thread-like structures during mitosis. 

 Typically in four stages (‘PMAT’); 

o Prophase (sometimes split into prophase and prometaphase) – 

Chromosomes duplicate to form chromatids 

o Metaphase – centromeres migrate and spindle forms. Chromatids align at 

equator 

o Anaphase – splitting and migration of chromatids, re-form nuclear 

membranes 

o Telophase – final cell division 

Davis 
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Mitosis 

 

Learn the phase names – comes up in exam 

Meiosis 

 Also cell nuclear division but only occurs in the process to form gametes 

 Results in nuclei containing a half set of chromosomes, i.e. haploid 

 Ensures all organisms produced by sexual reproduction contain the correct 

number of chromosomes for that organism.  If this didn’t happen and each gamete 

was diploid, then too many chromosomes in resulting zygote. 

Davis 
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 Each pair of homologous chromosomes separates so each resultant gamete has 

only one of each allele, with consequent impact on heredity 

 ‘Crossing over’. During meiosis, chromosomes in an homologous pair join together 

and exchange some material. Creates new combinations of genes in the gametes 

that are not found in either parent, contributing to genetic diversity. 

 

Meiosis (mostly from Holm/Yates. Davis diagram shows four cells directly arising from one, whereas most sources indicate 

one cell produces two which each split) 

 

Crossover; Important as a source of genetic diversity. The points of contact or crossing over between 

members of a homologous pair are the chiasmata 

Meiosis in the Drone 

 Meiosis in the drone to form its gamete (spermatozoon) 

 Drone is already haploid (16 chromosomes) as created from unfertilised egg 

(parthenogenesis) 

 Proper meiosis would result in gamete with 8 chromosomes 

Yates 
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 In honeybee ‘failed meiosis’ results in gamete with 16 chromosomes, same as its 

(male, haploid) parent. 

 First division fails 

o Spindle attempts to form 

o nuclear membrane does not break down and  

o cell does not divide 

o cell is now identical to starting cell 

 Second spindle forms at right ang 

  

 les to first etc. 

 Cell divides, resulting in two haploid cells – one becomes spermatozoon and other 

disintegrates. 

Origins of Genetic Variation during cell division and fertilisation 

Genetic variation is important because it allows natural selection to act on the 

population. Individuals that inherit advantagous alleles are more likely to survive and 

successfully reproduce. Crossing over events during meiosis help produce genetic 

variation.  

Multiple factors: 

1. Initial alleles present in germ cells 

2. Meiotic crossover 

3. Only one cell of two/four survives meiosis 

4. Multiple mating provides spermatozoa with different genetic makeup 

5. Only one spermatozoon of many fertilises the ovum 

Nov.16 
exam 

question 

 
 
 

7.13  Describe in detail the reproductive system of the queen and drone with an outline account 
of sperm and egg production 

  

Queen 

 2 ovaries connected to dorsal diaphragm. Each contains 160-180 ovarioles 

 2 oviducts, connecting each ovary to the… 

 Common oviduct leading to the… 

 Genital chamber, comprising vagina in the form of a flattened pouch and bursa 

copulatrix (sting chamber) 

 Plus….a spermatheca for storing spermatozoa, connected to the fold in the 

vagina by the spermathecal duct. Spermathecal glands nourish the sperm. 

Note; from dorsal to ventral; anus, sting, genital chamber. Sting is in the bursa (Davis) 

Yates 
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Drone 

6. Testes. Max. size about four days before emergence and shrink until drone is 

sexually mature at 14 days. Shrinkage due to migration of spermatozoa through 

the… 

7. Vas deferens, to the…. 

8. Vesicula seminalis, where spermatozoa stick headfirst into the epithelial lining 

where they remain until used 

9. Mucus glands. Surrounded by muscles. Mucus is slightly alkaline and coagulates 

in contact with water. Davis states that mucus sets into a thick mass on contact 

with air. Mucus plays part in forming the ‘mating sign’ or plug in the queen’s 

bursa. 

10. Ductus ejaculatoris combines and connects the mucus gland to the 

endophallus. 

11. Endophallus. (Penis, intromittent organ). Complex, see diagram. Uneverted 

penis lies in ventral part of abdomen. Everts (turns inside out) before use. 

 

Yates 
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After Yates 

 

After Davis 

 

After Yates 

Mating 

 Eversion of penis by squeezing action of abdominal muscles. 

 Endophallus thrust into queens’ bursa copulatrix 

 Muscular linings of seminal vesicles and mucus glands expel spermatozoa, followed 

by mucus. 

 Endophallus breaks off the drone and remains in queen until falls out or removed by 

another drone (the ‘mating sign’). Mucus plug hardens. 

 Chemotaxis migration is the ‘the guided migration of cells in response to chemical 

gradients’ – the transport of semen up the spermathecal duct. 

Davis 
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Production of Eggs 

 Produced in the 150-180 ovarioles (egg tubes) in the queen’s ovaries. 

 Germ cells (gametes, or reproductive cells) at the tips of the ovarioles divide 

(meiosis) creating oocytes and trophocytes in the ratio 1:48. 

 Queen has 32 chromosomes, so after meiosis, oocyte has 16 chromosomes. 

 Each oocyte and trophocytes surrounded by follicle cells, which keep them 

together. 

 Oocyte descends the egg tube, becoming larger as trophoctyes shrink (consumed?) 

 Yolk – comprising fats, proteins and carbohydrates – added to the oocyte in the 

lower part of the egg tube 

 Follicles produce the chorion, the outer membrane surrounding yolk and nucleus of 

the egg. 

 Lay rate influenced by: 

  

o Food fed to queen (in turn influenced by availability of forage, weather, 

temperature etc) 

o Space available 

o Age of queen 

Meiosis – Two successive cell divisions, but chromosomes only duplicate once, before 

the first division, so number of chromosomes in the four (haploid) daughter cells is only 

half that of the original (diploid) cell. 

Davis 

Production of Spermatozoa 

 Similar to production of eggs. Testes comprise series of spermatozoa-producing fine 

tubes. 

 Spermatogenesis is the process by which haploid spermatozoa develop from germ 

cells in the tubules of the testis. 

 Germ cells divide to produce spermatogonia.  

 Spermatogonia move down the tubes forming enclosed clumps called 

spermatocytes. 

 Spermatocytes grow and divide, undergoing failed meiosis (chromosomes remain at 

16), producing spermatids (still cell-shaped) 

 Spermatids change shape to ‘head and tail’ to become spermatozoa about four 

days before drone emerges. 

 Spermatozoa travel via vas deferens into the seminal vesicles, where they embed 

head first into the wall/lining and are thus retained until copulation. 

Davis 
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After Davis 

 
 

The Egg 

 1.5 mm long, 0.33 mm diameter (slightly thicker at one end than the other) 

 Weighs 0.13 g 

 Pearly white, slightly curved 

 

 Attaches to (honeycomb) cell wall at smaller end 

 Orifice at larger end (micropyle) to allow spermatozoa to enter 

Yates 

Nucleus  - a central organelle (internal structure) of a eukaryotic cell (one with a 

defined nucleus), containing most of the cell's DNA 

Micropyle – orifice to allow entry of spermatozoa 

Cytoplasm – internal contents of cell other than nucleus comprising cytosol (the gel-

like substance enclosed within the cell membrane) and the organelles – the cell's 

internal sub-structures. i.e. basically water, salts and proteins. 

Yolk – food source, in globules spread inside cytoplasm 

Vitelline membrane  – membrane enclosing contents, i.e. ‘cell wall’ 

Chorion – outermost membrane 

Wiki 
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Everyone but Yates suggests/illustrates that the yolk is in the form of globules enmeshed in a 

network of cytoplasm. The nucleus has its own surrounding of cytoplasm. 

Presumably fertilisation occurs by the spermatozoa migrating to, and entering the egg via the 
micropyle, thence moving to the nucleus where one sperm fuses and the gamete forms? [This was a 
Nov. 2017 exam question, but I can’t find any description of the process of fertilisation per se. Expect 
the question was more about the egg passing down the oviduct and sperm being released] 
 
Apparently up to 20 sperm pass through the micropyle with an average of 10. It is first past the post 

after that! 

 
 
 

7.14  Give a detailed account of the mating behaviour of honeybee queens and drones including 
the roles of pheromones and the concept of drone congregation areas 

  

Queens 

 Sexually mature five days after emerging, and remains mature only 3 weeks, after 

which unable to eject sperm as fluid in spermathecal solidifies (‘stale’). 

 Workers become assertive towards virgin queen to encourage mating flights. Once 

mated, queen attracts attentive retinue of workers (grooming). 

 Queen goes on several (up to six) mating flights, may go to different DCA’s, and may 

mate with up to 17 drones on average (Holm), 7-17 (Winston), incl. several on same 

flight (mitigating inbreeding). 

Mid Bucks 

Drones 

 Are mature for mating 14 days after emerging, taking progressively longer daily 

flights before sexual maturity. 

 Hundreds to thousands will congregate from multiple colonies at DCA in afternoon 

of warm day. 

 Spermatozoa produced in testes and stored in seminal vesicles. 

 Drone pheromone from mandibular glands 

Mid Bucks, 
Drawwing.org 
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Drone Congregation Area (DCA) 

 Not known why they are where they are; magnetic fields, topographical features? 

But… 

 Same place each year (Note: drones do not survive more than one year so no 

inherited knowledge of DCA location) 

 Open, low relief area 

 Height 10-40 m, radius 100+ m (Smaller diameter at greater height) 

 Distant from apiary - >100 metres min., but up to 6 km  - but closer locations are 

preferred by drones 

 Flightpaths (‘flyways’) exist between neighbouring DCA’s 

 Density of drones greatest at centre of DCA, but centres vary in location with 

height. 

 Queen only attractive to drones strictly within DCA 

 Drone pheromone to attract other flying drones to congregate 

Mid Bucks, 
Drawwing.org 

Mating 

 Mid afternoon on warm days 

 Drones clean eyes and antennae before departure! 

 Queen pheromone (9-oxodec-2- enoic acid, or 9-ODA) from mandibular glands 

attracts drones from up to 50 m on mating flights, but not in hive. Drones form 

‘comet tail’ following queen. Visual identification of queen from about a metre or 

less. 

 Also a pheromone produced in mandibular glands of drone. 

 Mating occurs in flight. 

 Drone approaches queen from behind and below, then hovers above queen and 

clasps queen with its legs. 

 Queen opens sting chamber and drone everts (i.e. turns inside out) endophallus and 

inserts into sting chamber. 

 Drone ‘paralysed’ (violent contraction of abdomen) and flips backwards, ejaculation 

of ~ 11 million sperm into the oviducts. 

 Endophallus tears off and remains to plug queen, with mucus (‘mating sign’). 

 Drone falls away and dies. 

 Subsequent drones remove previous ‘mating sign’ with their endophallus. 

 About five million sperm retained by queen for life, rest expelled as sperm moved 

from oviduct to spermathecal by muscular contraction (back in colony). Mating sign 

removed by workers. 

Yates 

 
 
 

7.15  Describe the causes of drone laying queens and laying workers and ways to recognise the 
presence of these in a colony 
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Drone-laying Queens 

 

Signs 

 Queen seen (possibly) 

 Raised drone caps on worker cells, in orderly patches amongst worker brood as it 

is queen doing the laying 

 Eggs on bottom of cell (as laid by queen) 

 Small, abnormal drones 

 Progressively more drone comb as time goes on 

Cause 

 

Queen unable to fertilise eggs; 

1. Shortage of sperm - due to age or poorly mated 

2. Genetic fault 

3. Physically unable to fertilise eggs correctly 

Treat 

 Re-queen directly or unite after removing queen 

M1 

Laying Workers 

 

Signs 

 Multiple eggs in cells, on side of cells as worker bodies shorter than queen 

 Dispersed raised comb – worker cells extended to accommodate larger drones 

(laying workers laying unfertilised eggs produce drones) 

 No queen seen for three weeks or more 

 Unlikely any normal brood 

 Small, abnormal drones 

 Colony tries to build charged queen cells 

Cause 

 Queenless for 30 or more days 

 Can’t raise emergency queen cells as no fertilised eggs 

 Queen and brood pheromones normally inhibit development of worker ovaries.  

Ovaries become functional after 21 days of queenlessness. 

Treat 

 Can’t re-queen (will be rejected) and old bees not much use.  Can’t unite (as 

workers may attack queen). 

 Shake out 100 m from  strong colony and take pot luck – any normal workers may 

be allowed into other colonies 

M6,M1 

Ovaries and Pheromones 
Yates 
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 Workers have complete reproductive systems in reduced form (ovaries are 

small and can produce only a few eggs, cannot mate, rudimentary 

spermathecae) 

 Absence of brood pheromone (glycerol-1,2-dioleate-3-palmitate) is main 

contributor and causes worker ovaries to develop 

 Absence of queen substance (9-ODA = 9-oxodec-2-enoic acid, 9-HDA = 9-

hydroxydec-2-enoic acid) pheromones contributes. 

 Two weeks after colony goes queenless, worker ovaries start to develop and 

become functional at three weeks. But not all workers. 

 Drone brood produced by laying workers produces brood pheromone, thus 

limiting the number of laying workers 

 Colony always has small number of workers with developed ovaries that have 

potential to lay 

Differences 

 Ovariole – tube forming part of ovary 
 

 

 Laying Worker Normal Worker 

Ovarioles 10-12 (REMEMBER A DOZEN) None, or vestigial 

Lay rate ~50 eggs/day None 

Spermatheca None None 

Hypo. Glands Enlarged Atrophied in older bees 

Fat Bodies Increase Low in summer bees 

Age Increase ~6 weeks in summer 
After Yates 

 
 

 Drone-layer Laying Workers 

Queen present Yes No 

Cells Clusters, patches Dispersed 

Drones Abnormal, small Abnormal, small 

Eggs  1 per cell, at bottom Multiple, on sides of cell 

 
 
 

7.16  Describe ways of dealing with colonies with laying workers and drone laying queens 

  

Laying Workers 

 Can’t re-queen (will be rejected) and old bees not much use.  Can’t unite (as laying 

workers may attack queen). 

 Shake out 100 m from  strong colony and take pot luck – any normal workers may 

be allowed into other colonies 

 

Drone-Laying Queens 

 Requeen 
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 Unite 

 
 
 
 
 

7.17  Describe the signs of queenlessness and how this may be confirmed 

  

Queenlessness detected by colony in a few minutes and will start to build emergency 

queen cells in a couple of hours. 

Signs 

 Can’t see queen (esp. if marked), especially over a few inspections 

 No eggs 

 Diminishing brood and colony size 

 Laying workers in due course 

 Behaviour compared with queenright hives: 

o aimless bees at entrance 

o less foraging 

o roar on opening 

o more aggressive when opened 

Test Method 

Insert a test frame of brood of all ages from another hive. QC’s produced within 24 hrs 

if queenless. 

Occasions when this might not work: 

 If got to the stage of laying workers (which think they are ‘queenright’ so do not 

build queen cells. 

 Colony just swarmed and has young mated queen. QC’s could still be built under 

swarming urge. (Yates) 

M1 

 
 
 

7.18  Give a detailed account of methods of marking and clipping queens and the advantages and 
disadvantages of these practices 

  

Catching and Holding Queen 

 Marking and clipping require the queen to be found and restrained 

 Either: 

o Queen catcher – cage or plunge-type (clip type does not sufficiently restrain 

queen) 
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o Handle queen 

‘Crown of Thorns’, ‘Press-in’, Baldock-type 

 Wood/thread/pin ones are better than plastic as threads are thinner, making 

marking easier 

 Spacing between pins should allow workers to exit 

 Place cage carefully over queen, let any workers escape for a few seconds, press 

down very gently until queen immobile, ideally thorax fully in space between cross-

threads, mark, allow to dry for a few seconds, remove. Watch queen to ensure 

accepted (If balled, smoke) 

Plunger-type 

 Several variations on this type 

 Queen has to be encouraged to enter the cage, and better to not have workers in as 

well, so perhaps a little harder to use than Baldock. 

 Plunger gently depressed until queen held immobile against cross-bars at the other 

end of the catcher. 

 Cross-bars usually plastic, so not so precise as Baldock/thread 

 Thereafter same process as Baldock cage 

Queen Handling 

 Latex gloves or no gloves at all. Thick leather are insensitive, and don’t use gloves 

with propolis on. 

 Place marking/clipping kit ready to hand 

 Find queen and pick up by both wings with forefinger and thumb of right hand (if 

right-handed). 

 Place on top of forefinger of left hand. Should stand there. 

 Trap three legs with thumb against forefinger and let go of wings, OR 

Grasp queen gently around the thorax (never the abdomen) 

 Can now either mark and/or clip as required 

Marking 

 Use quick-drying paint (modelling enamel etc.) or adhesive coloured or numbered 

discs. 

 Mark thorax only and take great care to keep paint or adhesive away from petiole, 

and head (eyes, antennae) 

 Other (largely research) methods – radioactive, radio, magnetic, fluorescent tags 

 Care with aggressive/toxic solvents and/or amylacetate (nail varnishes) which is 

similar to sting alarm pheromone (isopentyl acetate). 

 Apply with matchstick, supplied brush or paintpen nib (paint) or applicator 

(adhesive discs). Care with all, esp. paintpen nibs, that do not flood with paint (test 

dab first elsewhere before applying to queen) 

 Colour code. Year ending… 

Yates 
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W  1   6    

Y    2   7    

R    3   8    

G    4   9    

B    5   0    

 

 Mark when colony is small – easier to handle and easier to find queen – i.e. in the 

spring or autumn. 

 May be some merit in not marking newly emerged/mated queens immediately. 

Some say new and marked queen likely to be killed and superceded. Yates (Bro. 

Adam) suggests at least EIGHT weeks before marking, and not to mark virgin queens 

at all. 

Marking – Advantages and Disadvantages 

 Why? (Advantages) 

o To make finding the queen easier – either to simply confirm presence, for 

manipulations (nearly all swarm control manipulations require knowledge 

of location of queen), identify to remove queen if requeening required 

o To identify age of the queen 

o To identify queens from different sources, strains, breeder stocks etc 

o Help confirm supercedure (marked vs unmarked) 

o Research 

 

 Disadvantages 

o Risk of damaging queen by: 

  

 handling 

 application of mark 

 wrong type of marking material 

o Badly marked and/or damaged queen may be superceded 

Yates+ 

Clipping 

 About one third of one or both wings removed with sharp, fine-pointed scissors 

(surgical, horticultural, needlework or similar) 

 Hard or impossible to do in a queen cage – she has to be held 

 Good light and eyesight required 

 Doesn’t hurt queen. No nerves. Like nailclipping or haircut in humans. 

 Precautions: 

o Avoid clipping leg which is often curled under wing 

o Avoid cutting/damage to abdomen with scissors 

o Clean fingers – propolis could stick queen and tear off legs when released 

o Gentle pressure 

Yates 
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Clipping – Advantages and Disadvantages 

 Advantages 

o Reduces regular inspection period(s) to 14 days (until swarming 

preparations detected) then 9/10 days. 

o To identify age of the queen (clip left/right wing in alternate years) 

 

 Disadvantages 

o Risk of damaging queen by handling 

o Harder to handle queen a second time if required 

o Morally/ethically disagreeable 

Yates+ 

 
 
 

7.19  Distinguish between queen cells produced under the emergency, supersedure and swarm 
impulses 

  

Queen Cells in General 

 Always hang vertically 

 20-25 mm long, about 12 mm diameter at top and tapered towards the tip 

 Rough surface, biscuit coloured similar to comb 

 Ripe cell within 36 hours of emergence – tip darkens 

 Youngest larvae at the outside edge of a given lay pattern as queen lays from centre 

outwards 

Yates 

Emergency Queen Cells 

 Built when queen has been lost. This is detected within minutes by the colony and 

EQC’s appear within a few hours 

 Workers need to find as young as possible larvae (<3 days) to raise as queens 

 EQC’s thus in middle of frames, within a patch of worker larvae, as workers extend 

a worker cell outwards and downwards to accommodate queen 

Yates 

Supercedure Queen Cells 

 Outside normal swarm season.  

 Built on queen cups 

 Identical in appearance to swarm cells 

 Centre of frame (Yates says bottom and sides) 

 Usually 5-10 (WBKA say 2-3) 

 Larvae all about same age 

Yates 

Swarm Queen Cells 

 Normally spring to early summer 

 Built on queen cups 

Yates 
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 Identical in appearance to supercedure cells 

 Sides and bottoms of frames 

 Can be >10 

 Larvae of differing ages (which may lead to casts) 

 
WBKA ‘There are Queen Cells…’ leaflet is helpful 

 

 Emergency Swarm Supersedure 

    

Condition Loss of Queen Swarming instinct Replace failing queen 

Distinguish by…    

Built on Worker cell Queen cup Queen cup 

Typical location Centre of frame 
Sides and bottom of 
frame 

Centre of frame 

Number 5+ ? Can be >10 5-10 

Time of year Any Swarm season 
Outside swarm 
season, generally later 
in year 

Age of larvae  Varies Same age 

Existing queen Queen absent Queen present Queen present 

 
 
 
 

7.20  Give an account of the problems inherent in cross breeding subspecies of honeybee 

  

Cross-Breeding 

 Cross-breeding is the mating between two subspecies/race (or strains) with the 

intention of producing progeny with the [desirable] characteristics of both 

parents, i.e. produce a ‘better bee’. 

 

Problems 

 Hard to do naturally – difficult to introduce a queen of one subspecies to a colony 

of another; Slight differences in odour, colony communication and possibly 

physical size 

 

 Bringing in bees risks: 

o introduction of ‘foreign’ disease 

o bees struggling  to survive in new environment whilst being used for cross-

breeding 

o escaping, and uncontrolled mating (e.g. AHB) 

 

 Have to select both parents – so need to control/select drones too. 

 Hard to find pure race (e.g. British black bee) so might be starting with a local 

strain, or something more hybridised than wanted. 
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 So, really have to use artificial insemination (cost, complexity, skill, scale)… or very 

isolated mating stations, e.g. islands  

 Then restrict distribution of resultant queens until characteristics are established. 

Whilst first generation (‘F1’) crosses may give good, consistent results, with ‘hybrid 

vigour’ (heterosis) second generation (F2) can be unpredictable and variable (e.g. 

poor temper) 

 May produce offspring which have less or undesirable traits. Risk these could 

escape into the natural bee pool (e.g. Africanised Honey Bees) 

 Once distributed outside the breeding operation, queens will mate with drones of 

unknown heritage, potentially producing poor bees (eg UK, Isle of Wight disease, 

imported bees) 

 
 
 

7.21  Give an account of the advantages and disadvantages of inbreeding and out breeding and 
how it can be assessed 

  

General 

Inbreeding – between stocks that are closely related 

Outbreeding – between stocks that are unrelated (cross-breeding) 

Monitor and record to assess, multiple generations. 

Yates 

 

 Advantages Disadvantages 

Inbreeding Known line Related bees mate  

 Select for desired traits Eventual demise of subspecies 

 Locally adapted  

   

Outbreeding F1 hybrid vigour (heterosis) Pure lineage required 

 Introduce positive traits not 
yet present locally 

First control on small scale 

   
After Mid Bucks 

Inbreeding 

 How happens: Inbreeding is between closely related individuals/stocks. So could 

happen in an apiary if highly selective queen rearing each year with small number of 

colonies over a number of years (e.g. all colonies requeened each year with queens 

from a single line), especially if apiary is relatively isolated and not exposed to 

diversity of mating drones. 

 Inbreeding creates problems for bees through: 

o homozygosity of recessive disease alleles (i.e. disease expresses) 

o general depression of quantitative measures (whatever that means!) 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Beecraft 
Feb-12 
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o reduced brood viability involving creation of diploid drones 

 Signs 

o number of isolated vacant cells in patches of brood 

o reduced vigour 

o abnormal individuals 

o increasing diseases 

 

Assess  

 by counting isolated empty cells (eaten larvae of diploid drones) in patch of brood 

(Beecraft article has a method for further quantifying from this count) 

 

Buckfast Bees 

Combination breeding over many decades. Started as A.m.m crossed with A.m.l for 

acarine resistance after Isle of Wight disease wiped out British stocks. Then line and 

crossbred over many decades for better characteristics. 

Buckfast are good if you buy in as F1, but once they start breeding locally with 

uncontrolled drones, may develop undesirable characteristics. 

 Docile 

 Industrious 

 Prolific layers 

 Lack swarming tendencies  

 Produce a good surplus of honey 

 Quiet on the comb 

 

 
 
 
 

7.22  Give an account of the effect of pathogens and pests on bee breeding 

  

General 

 Avoid breeding from diseased colonies (although varroa hard to avoid) 

 Any pathogen or pest that weakens colony reduces the ability of the colony to 

produce good queens (numbers, vitality of workers raising queens) 

 Conversely, might want to breed and select for hygienic behaviour. 

 Drone population is relatively small so anything having adverse effect on drones is 

significant. 

 Breeding stresses colony, especially when queenless, which increases susceptibility 

to disease. 

Mid Bucks 
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Varroa 

 A vector for viruses which weaken colony: 

o DWV, CBPV – drones unable to fly and mate 

o Shorter worker lifespan reduces foraging. Less food results in queen laying 

less, and also poorer larvae feeding when creating queen cells. 

 Managing varroa using drone brood sacrifice can reduce number of drones. 

 Some suggestion that abundance of royal jelly deters varroa mites, so not many in 

queen cells. 

Mid Bucks 
/ 

Yates 

Nosema 

 Spores in ventriculus reduce ability to digest pollen 

 Results in BCQV – queens die in cells. Dark brown or black queen cell walls 

 Associated with early supersedure of queens 

Mid Bucks 
/ 

Yates 

Others 

 Chalkbrood  (fungus) affects egg laying performance of queen by reducing number 

of cells available if heavily infested? Thought to be partly genetic – solution to 

requeen 

Nov. 2017 
exam 
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Source Notes 
 
Books: 
 
Guide to Bees and Honey (Hooper) 
Beekeeping Study Notes (Yates) 
Articles from BBKA General Husbandry, April 2017 
Queen Breeding and Genetics (Holm) 
The HoneyBee Inside Out (Davis) 
Penguin Dictionary of Biology 
 
Mid Bucks Notes – These were not fully adequate for this Module. 
 
Might want Winston/Snodgrass for sections that overlap with Module 5 
 
 
For instrumental insemination: 
 
http://www.besamungsgeraet.de/__en/ 
 
Susan Cobey: 
 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cZMLo52lUMk 
 
 
Genetics 
 
I found the Yates explanations hard going; too much information for the uninitiated and they just 
dump definitions and facts in alphabetical order ‘for reference’. The Mid Bucks material is 
insufficiently detailed to answer all related questions on the papers. Davis, plus lots of information 
online (try online school biology revision notes etc – BBC Bitesize is good), gives a much more 
structured, and easier to grasp, approach. 
 
Questions 
 
I revised on past papers from 2013-17. Some questions are covering aspects not covered, or not 
covered in sufficient detail, in the texts I used.  Should perhaps have had Winston (which should 
have bought long ago as useful for multiple modules) and another specific breeding/genetics book(s) 
– Laidlaw perhaps? (I only had Cook and Holm) 
 
 
November 2018 

http://www.besamungsgeraet.de/__en/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cZMLo52lUMk

